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Keep Aliso closed

Please strongly consider keeping the Aliso Canyon facility closed. There are serious issues that still need to be 
addressed before this facility can reopen. Among them, the need for subsurface safety valves on all the wells in 
operation. Earthquakes happen here - big ones. We can never have a repeat of the Aliso Canyon Disaster. There 
are also serious issues of possible fraudulent entries on well records submitted to State agencies. A big part of how 
this disaster happened in my opinion is the complete lack of oversite by our State agencies. Please do not allow this 
to continue. 
When So Cal Gas commenced operations at Aliso Canyon in 1972, it was a different time. Fracking did not yet 
exist. The community was much smaller; although the master plan for the expansion of the area has been on file with 
the City since 1965 and the Gas Company should have been on notice of the planned residential and business 
development to come. 
The risk of harm to this population must outweigh the .03 risk of possible curtailment without Aliso in operation. This 
facility needs to be made completely safe, or it should be closed permanently. 
My family suffered physically during the Gas leak. We live about a mile from SS25. Our child's school closed. We 
got to smell a lot of gas, right in our own bedrooms. This just can't be allowed to happen again. No community 
deserves to be the sacrifice upon which the region's energy needs are balanced. please help us. Thank you.
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